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Somewhere in the deepest sea there lived a 
fish, he was the most beautiful fish in the 
entire ocean. He was rainbow coloured.



The other fish admired his 
colourful scales and called him  

Rainbow Fish
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“Come and play with us, Rainbow Fish”

But the Rainbow Fish was proud and swam past.



A Little blue fish swam behind him. 
“Rainbow Fish wait for me! Please give me one of 
your scales, they are beautiful and you have so 

many”

“Give you one of my scales, What are you thinking, 
get away from me” Cried the Rainbow Fish



The blue fish swam away, he was still 
upset and told all his friends. From then 
on nobody wanted to be with the Rainbow 

Fish.

The Rainbow Fish was all alone.



What use were Rainbow Fish’s beautiful 
scales if nobody wanted to be with him. 
He was the loneliest fish in the ocean.



One day he told his sorrows to a 
star fish. “I’m so beautiful why 
doesn’t anyone like me”

“In a cave behind the coral reef lives a wise octopus. 
Perhaps he can you help you” Said the starfish



Rainbow fish found the cave. It was very dark, 
but suddenly he saw two glowing eyes.
“I have been expecting you, the waves have told 
me you story” said the octopus.

“Give each fish 
One of your 
scales then you
may not be 
the most 
Beautiful fish, 
but you will be 
happy again” 
said the wise 
octopus



The Rainbow Fish wasn’t too sure, but 
just then he felt the light touch of a 

fin. It was the little blue fish.

“Rainbow Fish, please, 
please don’t be angry. 
Please give me one
of your scales, just 
a small one” Said the 
little blue fish



“A very, very small scale” he thought, “I will 
hardly miss it.”  Rainbow fish carefully pulled 

off his very smallest glittering scale.  “Here, I’ll 
give you this one.”

“Thank you, Thank you very much!”  said 
the little blue fish excitedly. “You are 
a kind Rainbow fish”.

Rainbow fish felt quite strange.

He watched the little blue fish 
for a long time as he swam 
away with his glittering scale.
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Soon Rainbow fish was surrounded by other 
fish.  All of them wanted to have a glittering 

scale.

Rainbow fish shared out his scales and 
felt happier and happier as he did so.  

Finally Rainbow fish
had only one 
glittering scale left, 
and he was happier 
than he had ever 
been.
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“Come on, Rainbow fish, come and play 
with us!” called the others.  “I’m coming!” 
said Rainbow fish and went happily with 

the other fish.


